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INTRODUCTION 

After a long history of very successful developments, nuclear 
physics 1s reaching the end of pure phenomenology. I t Is no longer 
possible to think about the future without taking Into account the 
recent progress achieved by high energy experiments. A coherent des
cription of nuclear physics must begin at a more fundamental level. 

What are the relevant degrees of freedom? Is I t sufficient to 
account explicitly for the presence of mesons? Do we need quarks and 
gluons? The answers to these questions are not yet known which 1s 
quite frustrating. One wants to achieve a description as fundamental 
as possible while preserving the features of simplicity required by a 
refined theory. We guess that there Is probably no absolute answer. 
One has to find the most economical and elegant description for the 
different facets of nuclear physics. I t Is obvious that I t Is not the 
discovery of new constituents which Is needed ; this has already been 
done by particle physics. One wants to understand how the binding of 
fundamental constituents creates nuclear structure. 

The central problem 1s to understand the modification of the 
Interactions between free constituents. I t 1s a many-body problem 
where a limited number of particles Interact by strong forces In a 
regime which cannot be described by perturbatlve techniques. 

The main difficulty 1s that we have a large number of low energy 
data 1n nuclear physics, but only a very limited set of Interprétable 
data on the effect of non nucleonlc degrees of freedom. In particu
lar, we know very l i t t l e about short range Interactions and the dyna
mics of confinement and deconflnement. 

In this talk, I would like to examine our present view on non-
nucleonlc degrees of freedom with a few typical experimental results 
obtained recently both with hadronlc and electromagnetic probes at 
Intermediate energies. 

I t 1s the f i rst generation of experimental data which has probed 
mesonlc degrees of freedom with a spatial resolution of the order of 
0.5 fm. This has made possible for example the measurement of the 
size of the plon-nucleon Interaction region. This Is very stimulating 
progress and we begin to have a coherent overview on the various re
action mechanisms which are Induced by hadronlc and electromagnetic 
probes. 



CREATION OF PIONS AND DELTAS 
A reaction induced by photons : D(y,pp)n" 

This 1s a very simple reaction where the initial state is well 
defined. Since photons are not absorbed at the nuclear surface, pions 
and deltas are created throughout the nuclear volume. Argan et al. 1 

have shown that this reaction for photon energies between 350 MeV and 
500 MeV provides strong evidence that we understand the basic mecha
nisms of A creation in nuclei. 

Three mechanisms contribute to this reaction : 
I) pion photoproduction on a quasi free nucléon ; 
II) creation of a A , by rescattering of the pion ; 
III) simultaneous creation of a A and a pion, followed by the decay 
of the A in a proton and a pion which is reabsorbed by the spectator 
nucléon. This mechanism is a meson exchange. 

These mechanisms are represented in Fig. 1 together with two 
sets if data which correspond to different kinematlcal conditions, 
chosen to enhance a specific mechanism, either pion rescattering 
(configuration A) or meson exchange (configuration B). The experimen
tal data have been obtained by fixing the momentum p- of one proton 
and the mass Q of the system formed by the pion and tne other nuclé
on. The method used to described these processes has been developed 
by Laget 2. It is a diagrammatic method based on the expansions used 
In high energy physics. The total amplitude Is developed in a series 
of elementary terms described by effective operators. These effective 
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Fig. 1 D(Y,pp)it" cross section divided by the quaslfree photopion 
production. 
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operators are once for all adjusted to reproduce the experimental 
pion photoproduction on the free nucléon. The Dfy.pp)*" data shown in 
Fig. 1 explore the singularities of mechanisms I I (configuration A) 
and I I I (configuration B). For the f irst kinematical condition p2 * 
400 MeY/c and Q « 1200 MeV, when E increases, the rescattering term 
has a dominant contribution up to E„r « 380 MeV, then the meson ex
change term becomes in its turn the dominant effect. The second k i 
nematical condition (p2 * 550 MeV/c and Q * 1100 MeV) singles out the 
meson exchange mechanism I I I ; the other mechanisms contribute for 
less than 5 % of the cross section. 

The experimental results are in excellent agreement with the 
theoretical predictions2. One concludes that the basic mechanisms 
Involving pions and A are well described by such a phenomenological 
diagrammatic expansion where the parameters are determined by the 
photopion production on the free nucléon. This experiment has been 
followed by studies of D(Y,P-R) [ r e f . 3 ] and Q(y,ic) [ref.*»J which 
are also well described by the same theoretical approach. This dia
grammatic method can be used both for real and virtual pions, in par
ticular for the reactions NN •#• Du, pO •*• pD, pD •*• Tu, DO + 3He n etc.. 

Effect of the delta 1n % + p elastic scattering at 180*CM 

After this study of non nucleonlc effects in a reaction Induced 
by photons, the next step Is to study similar effects induced by ha-
dron scattering. The H + p elastic scattering at 180*C.M. 1s one of 
the simplest reaction because i t is very selective. The diffraction 
process which dominates at forward angles vanishes at 180* because of 
the rapid fall-off of the form factor as a function of the momentum 
transfer. At 180* the mechanisms Involving small momentum components 
are going to have a larger contribution to the cross section. Anrfeux 
et a l . * have recently used a polarized deuteron beam at Saturne. Both 
the cross section at 180*C.M. and the tensor polarization have been 
measured, by detecting either the protons or the deuterons emitted at 
0*. Precise measurements exist now 1n the energy range from 0.3 GeV 
to 2.3 GeV. Fig. 2 shows a theoretical prediction including only a 
one-nucleon exchange with a deuteron wave function given by the Paris 
potential. At small momentum transfer the contribution of the S state 
Is dominant while I t 1s negligible at high momentum transfer where 
the 0 state contribution 1s much large. This Is very similar to the 
behavior of the magnetic form factor of the deuteron7. F1g. 2 shows 
that the transfer of one neutron Is not sufficient to explain the 
experimental data 5* 6 in the region between Tp * 300 and 800 MeV. This 
region corresponds exactly to the A resonance. 

In Fig. 3 the theoretical predictions are 1n much better agree
ment with the experimental data. The excitation of the A has been 
Included by assuming a mechanism based on a two pion exchange. The 
best agreement with experiment 1s obtained by the dashed curve which 
Includes also some relatlvlstic corrections. 

The behavior of the cross section at 180*C.M. 1s reasonably well 
explained by this two-meson exchange. However 1t 1s Impossible to 
explain only with this mechanism the oscillations of t ^ at 180*C.M 
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as a function of energy. 
At low energy where non 
nucleonic effects are 
expected to be snail, the 
agreement with theory Is 
good but in the A reso
nance region I t is very 
poor. At present the 
origin of the oscilla
tions of t- Q at 180*C.M. 
1n pd elastic scattering 
Is not understood. This 
Is typical of polarisa
tion data measured with 
Intermediate energy ha-
dronlc probes. Their 
oscillations at backward 
angles are due to Inter
ference terms which will 
be reproduced only by a 
complete description of 
al l the mechanisms, reso
nant and non-resonant. 

To understand such 
complex reaction mecha
nisms one has f i rst to 
extract the nuclear 
structure part by elec
tron scattering, and then 
to study different hadro-
nlc reactions which en
hance a particular mecha
nism. 

F1g. 2 Oeuteron-proton elastic scatter
ing cross section and tensor polarization 
T-o at 180#C.M. The theoretical predic
tion assumes only a one nucléon exchan
ge. 

The ~pp •» dit* and ftd • j%* reactions 

Laget8 has recently discussed such an approach for the Ddr,p)NN 
and the dU±,n±p)n reactions and also the pp * dit* and pd + tn + reac
tions. Fig. 4 shows the result of his calculations for angular dis
tr ibutions 9 »! 0 of the pp * d* + reaction at 578 MeV and the pd * Tit+ 

reaction at 500 MeV. The solid curve represents the full calculation. 
The dashed curve Is the same calculation without the creation of a A 
by a rescatterlng of the pion. This effect accounts for most of the 
cross section. The calculation depends on two parameters : the cut
off mass of the *NN form factor A_ and the p-nucleon coupling cons
tant. The value of A_ which reproduces both hadronlc and electroma
gnetic data 1s A. • 1.2 6eV. The p-meson coupling constant which fits 
hadronlc data 1s slightly higher than the one which fits electroma
gnetic data (GJ/G2 > 2.4). The agreement with polarization data 1 0 1s 
poor (F1g. 5). The general trend of the analyzing power of the 
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fl + p * d + %* reaction 
Is reproduced, but the 
backward data for the 
reaction "p* + D * T + %* 
have a completely diffe
rent behavior. When the 
Incident energy Increases 
these calculations does 
not re produce the angu
lar distributions of the 
pd •*• T* reaction above 
the A resonance for e > 
60". Between 600 and 800 
MeV the cross section has 
a sharp rise at backward 
angles that ones does not 
know how to explain. The 
analyzing power Is also 
steadily Increasing bet
ween 600 and 1100 MeV at 
an angle of 140*. This 
peak has been observed at 
Los Alamos by Klelczewska 
et a l . 1 1 at 800 MeV. Ber-
tinl et a l . 1 2 have shown 
recently that the posi
tion of this peak remains 
a t 9f!M * 1 4 0 up to 1100 
MeV.Tttelczewska et a l . 1 1 

have estimated that this 
could be explained by a 3 
I A*A* component In the 
ground state of the deu-
teron. 
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Fig. 3 Oeuteron-proton elastic scatter
ing cross section and tensor polarisation 
T 2 0 at 180*C.M. The theoretical predic
tion take Into account the excitation of 
the nucléon In a A by a two-plon exchange 

The A* would be transferred while the A + would remain spectator. This 
does not appear now possible with the recent measurements of the ma
gnetic form factor of the deuteron7. Sltarskl and Lomon13 have esti
mated that AA components must be smaller than 1 % to be compatible 
with these new measurements. 

The p +̂ p + d • n* reaction 1s also difficult to Interpret at 
energies higher than the A resonance. Recent data have been measured 
by Bert1n1 et al. 1 1» at seven energies between T- • 1.2 and 2.3 GeV. 
These data show a very rapid variation (F1g. 6) . Showing a peak at 
KSTJ « 2660 MeV with a width of 150 MeV. Possible Interpretations are 
based on a one-p1on exchange or a dlbaryon resonance. The existence 
of such a resonance would be compatible with a 1 S 0 six-quark states 
predicted by Lomon15. Further measurements are planned by Bert1n1 et 
al.*1» to clarify this question. 
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F1g. 4 Anaular distributions of the reactions pp •* d* and pO + T* 
[ r e f s . 9 » 1 0 ] . The dashed curve8 does not take Into account the crea
tion of a A In the pp + d* reaction. The solid curve8 Is the full 

calculation. 
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FI g. 5 Analyzing powers for the pp •*• d* and pO * it» reactions In the 
A resonance region together with the calculat ions of Laget 8 . The ex

perimental data are from r e f . 9 . 

MESON EXCHANGE CURRENTS 

The contribution of meson exchange currents (MEC) t o the magne
t i c moments of the tr i nucléon system have been calculated by V11-
l a r s 1 6 1n 1948 almost as soon as the pion was discovered. Such cur
rents are required by electromagnetic gauge Invariance. But 1t Is 
only after the paper of Chemtob and Rho2* that the Importance of MEC 
has been recognized. 

The f i r s t observation of meson exchange currents was only a 10 % 
Increase 1 7 1 n t h e n * p * d + Y radiat ive capture of thermal neu
trons. Rlska and Brown 1 8 have shown 1n 1972 that th i s disagreement 
was explained by the presence of the pion current. Shortly af ter , 1t 
was r e a l i z e d 1 9 that the Inverse reaction e • d + n + p near threshold 
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Fig. 6 Analysing power of the reaction pd + m for Incident energies 
between 900 and 1100 MeV [ref. 1 2]. 

might be much more sensitive to meson exchange currents. The Inter
pretation of these two experiments showed In 1973 that, meson exchan
ge currents can be Isolated, and that, with the theoretical work de
veloped around 1970 [ref. 2 1], their description was within our reach. 
The following step was going to take about ten years of Intense re
search. In the second part of this talk, I will present the progress 
achieved recently. I have chosen three examples which Illustrate the 
frontier of our understanding, also discussed at this workshop from a 
theoretical point of view by Wolfram Welse. 

Role of low energy theorems and chlral symmetry 

The main difficulty of strong Interactions 1s the absence of 
conservation laws similar to the electromagnetic current conserva
tion. In order to reach a fundamental description of meson exchange 
currents It has been necessary to start by considering low energy 
pions. Such pions are usually called "soft pions". In this limit 
axial current would be exactly conserved 1f the pion mass was zero. 
This Is d, .cussed 1n detail 1n the book "Mesons 1n Nuclei" edited by 
Rho and Wilkinson 2 0. If the pion mass was exactly zero, the conserva
tion of axial current would lead to completely model Independent pre
dictions for soft pions. These are very powerful constraints for 
theoretical calculations, which are known as low energy theorems. 

These constraints have a fundamental role since they are natural 
consequences of chlral symmetry. The presence of the pion 1s necessa-
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ry to restore the conservation of axial charge. This role of the pion 
has emerged from the works of Naobu and Goldstone 2 2. 

The pion Is the Goldstone boson which Is due to the spontaneous 
breaking of chlral symmetry. Its role 1s crucial 1n the recent theo
retical developments where the nucléon Is described as a Skyrnrion23. 

Experiment has to answer to a number of fundamental questions : 
1) Is there any evidence that the pion current Is playing the cen
tral role predicted by the chlral symmetry breaking model of Nambu 
and Goldstone? 
2) Is there any evidence that meson exchange currents can be derived 
1n a model Independent way for soft pions according to low energy 
theorems? 
3) What Is the size of the pion-nucleon Interaction region? 
4) Is the pion exchange current description still valid at very high 
momentum transfers, far from the soft pion limit? 
5) What Is the .-ole of the p-meson and the A-resonance? 
6) Is the size of the bag which confines the quarks 1n the nucléon 
an observable? 

We begin to have now a reasonable Idea of how to answer these 
questions. • 
The axial transition * 60(0+) *+ ^O(Q-) 

In 1978, Kubodera, Del orme and Rho21* have shown that mesonic 
currents appear on the same footing as nucleonlc currents, in the 
time component of axial transitions, and 1n the space component of 
magnetic Isovector Ml transitions. The Ideal experiments to test our 
understanding of mesonic currents are a study of such processes where 
the nucleonlc contribution Is strongly Inhibited, either by selection 
rules or by destructive Interferences. 

The transition between the 0 + ground state of 1 6 0 and the 0" 
state (E* » 120 keV) 1n l 6 N Is now the best example of the effect of 
meson exchange currents 1n an axial transition. This 1s a forbidden 
transition where the axial charge Is modified by the presence of 
mesons 1n a spectacular way. 

This transition has been recently measured to a remarkable accu
racy due to Ingenious experimental techniques. Garvey has summarized 
1n 1984 at Osaka 2 5 the present status of these experiments, performed 
at Argonne and Montreal for p* disintegration, and at Saclay for \t 
capture. 

The transition probabilities are : 
Ap • 0.486 i 0.020 s"1 [réf.26] 
A^ - (1.560 ± 0.094) x 10 3 s-1 [ref.27] 

which gives A^/A^ • 3.210 ± 0.234. 
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Extensive discussions of this transition can be also found In 
the papers of Gulchon et a l . 2 7 and In the paper of Towner and Khan-
na 2 8 . The experimental result Is compared In Fig. 7 to different 
theoretical predictions 2 7* 2 9 . Without 
predictions are too high by a factor 3 
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Flg. 7 Ratio of the muon capture 
rate of the p* disintegration rate. 
The shaded area corresponds to the 
experimental uncer ta inty 2 5 » 2 7 . The 
dashed lines correspond to different 

theoretical predictions 2 7» 2 9. 

mesonlc contributions, these 
or 4, and they are strikingly 
different. When meson exchan
ge currents are included in 
the calculation, a l l the 
theoretical predictions, 
though they are based on 
different nuclear models, 
yield essentially the same 
result, 1n excellent agree
ment with experiment. 

This was exactly the 
prediction of low energy 
theorems which are applicable 
because the momentum transfer 
Is small, so the picns are 
really soft. 

This result provides a 
striking verification of the 
model independence ' of the 
pion current at low energy 
for the time component of an 
axial transition. This result 
Is confirmed by the very com
plete analysis of the famous 
0* ++ 1 + allowed transition 
In the triad A-12 [ r e f . 2 7 ] . 

Electrodisintegration of the 
deuteron at threshold 

In the previous example, 
as well as in the case of the 

radiative capture of thermal neutrons by hydrogen, one learns about 
meson exchange at small momentum transfers. This tells us very l i t t l e 
about the spatial distribution of meson exchange currents and the 
size of their interaction region with the nucléon. 

Electrons are the Ideal probe to answer to the all the questions 
that we have raised about meson exchange currents. They are point 
particles which couple directly to quarks by exchange of a virtual 
photon. The virtual character of the photon allows to fix the energy 
transfer to study a specific transition, and by varying the momentum 
transfer to study the spatial distribution of charge and currents In
volved In nuclear transitions. The electromagnetic Interaction 1s 
fully understood. Conservation of charge and current 1s a very power
ful constraint to single out various processes. The virtual photons 
probe the entire nuclear volume without absorption. Such unique fea
tures have already been used extensively 1n nuclear physics to deter
mine nucléon distributions and, 1n particle physics to determine 
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quarte distributions we will see that this also true for meson exchan
ge currents. 

The break up of the deuteron near threshold by electron scatter
ing Is at backward angle near 180" an MI magnetic Isovector transi
tion. This Is the second kind of transition In which mesonic currents 
appear to the same order as nucieonic current, because i t involves 
the space component of the electromagnetic current. The nucieonic 
contribution to the cross section is vanishingly small due to a des
tructive interference between the 3 S 0 • ^ and 3Dl * lSQ transi
tions. Thus, the remarkable feature of this process is that i t 1s 
almost exclusively due to meson exchange currents. 

Recent data3 0 have mapped out the electrodisintegration of the 
deuteron for momentum transfers up to Q2 » 30 fm* 2. A typical spec
trum at 155* Is shown In Fig. 8. The integration of the break-up peak 
at threshold over an excitation energy of 3 MeV gives the cross sec
tions represented In Fig. 9.The purely nucieonic contribution van
ishes at 12 fm"2 (dotted curve). Up to 16 fm"2 the cross section is 
due exclusively to the pion exchange current. These predictions are 
computed using the Paris nucléon-nucléon potential by Mathlot 3 1. The 
Inclusion of pion exchange currents alone leads to an interference 
minimum near Q2 • 25 fm~* ; In this region shorter range processes, 
namely the p-meson exchange and the p1on-exchange associated to the A 
are needed to bring the theory Into agreement with the data. Proces
ses such as the p-meson exchange have a typical range of 0.3 fm. 
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F1g. 8 Electrodisintegration of the deuteron. 
A typical experimental spectrum30. 
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at threshold30. The curves31 represent the contributions of nucléons 
(dotted), nucléons + pions (dash-dotted), nucléons + pions + p-mesons 

(dashed), nucléons + pions + p-mesons + A (solid). 

At the spatial scale probed by this experiment the Internal 
structure of the nucléons and mesons plays a significant role. Fig. 
10 shows the dramatic sensitivity to the size R0 of the Interaction 
region between mesons and nudeons which Is accounted for by a *NN 
form factor. The monopole cut-off mass Â  which 1s adjusted 1n order 
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qj ( fm- 2) 
Fig. 10 Effect of the size of the pion nucléon Interaction region on 
the cross section for deuteron electrodlslntegratlon. The calcula
tions 3 1 Include the contributions of nucléons, pions and p-mesons. 

to reproduce the data up to 18 fur*. The value found U • 1.25 GeV) 
by Mathlot31 Implies a size of 0.5 fin for the Interaction region. The 
value hn « 850 MeV Is Incompatible with this experiment (Ro»0.7 fm). 
A value of A larger than 1.25 GeV 1s also Incompatible with these 
data. Thus the experimental data are well described by Including 
meson exchange currents with a size of the plon-nucleon Interaction 
region of 0.5 fm. 

The most surprising result of this experiment30 1s that there Is 
not yet any evidence of a breakdown of mesonlc theory even at such 
high momentum transfers beyond Its expected limit of validity. 

This experiment 1s also the first to give us some precise Infor
mation on the shape of the nucléon form factor 1n the two-body cur
rent operator. The proper choice of form factor, either Sachs form 
factor GE, Olrac Fi or axial F A, can be settled only 1n a fully rela
t iv is ts description3 3. * 

F1g. 11 shows that various predictions 3 1» 3 2 with F, give a good 
agreement with experiment, while GE leads to a complete disagreement. 
The difference between F t and FA Is too small to choose between the 
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Fig. 11 Electrodlslntegratlon of the deuteron. Comparison of the pre
dictions with Fi (dashed, dash-dotted, solid) and G£ (dotted) ' 0 »". 

axial and the 01rac form factors, but the choice of Gr 1s Incompati
ble with these data. I t 1s Interesting to note that 1t means that the 
pion 1s coupled to the nucléon, without contribution of the ^cleon 
anomalous magnetic moment <, since Gg and Fi differ only by a term 
proportional to «. 

In this discussion the special role of the pion associated to 
the chlral symmetry breaking has not emerged. Fig. 12 shows that 
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there is an alternative description of the el ectrodi si ntegrati on of 
the deuteron which answers exactly this problem. The experimental 
data can be also described by taking into account only nucléons and 
pions with a *NN form factor equal to 1. This corresponds to soft 
pion terms for which a point nucleon-pi on term is assumed. 
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Fig. 12 El ectrodi s integration of the deuteron. The dotted curve 1s 
the prediction with nucléons only. The dashed curve is the contribu
tion of nucléons and pions with a point coupling. The solid curve 1s 

the full calculation with an meson nucléon Interaction region of 
0.5 fm. 

This means that there are 1n fact two equivalent descriptions of 
the electrodi$1ntegration of the deuteron : 

- nucléons + pions with a point coupling ; 
- nucléons • pions • p-mesons + a with form factors at each vertex 
corresponding to an Interaction region of 0.5 fm. 
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There seems to be a very large cancellation between the effect 
of the p-meson and the A and the vertex form factors. The only term 
which survives to this cancellation Is the pion exchange current. We 
have already observed that the anomalous magnetic moment of the nu
cléon does not contribute to the exchange current operator since I t 
1s absent In F x . This Is exactly what one expects from the Narabu-
Goldstone picture of chlral symmetry breaking. Quarks are Dlrac par
ticles without anomalous moment and the absence of this term Indica
tes that the only terms which are significant are due to a coupling 
of pions directly to the quarks. This explains why the apparent size 
of the uNN Interaction region Is smaller than the nucléon size (0.5 
fm compared to 0.85 fm). 

The equivalence of a description with a point Interaction pion-
nucleon and an extended region of radius 0.5 fm means that the size 
of the bag confining quarks Is elusive. I t might not be an observa
ble. This Is comparable to the smile of the cat in "Alice in wonder
land" which fades away durir.3 his conversation with Alice. This pic
ture proposed by Rho Imerges naturally from the description of the 
nucléon as a Skyrmion23. This has been briefly discussed at this 
workshop by Weise. 

The ground state form factors of 3H and 3He 

The deuteron 1s an Isoscalar system. I t 1s impossible to unravel 
the isospln structure of the meson exchange currents. This missing 
Information can be found in the comparison of the form factors of 3H 
and 3He. 

A considerable theoretical progress has recently been made31* by 
developing accurate numerical methods for describing the t r i nucléon 
ground state. 

There remains a longstanding difficulty in the explanation of 
the charge form factor of 3He. Large mesonic effects and three-body 
forces as well as quark degrees of freedom have been proposed to 
account for this discrepancy. In the case of 3 H, the Isoscalar and 
isovector pieces of the meson exchange currents are predicted to 
cancel. 

The experimental data for the charge form factor of 3He are com
pared to the theoretical predictions of Hajduk, Saner and Strueve3 5. 
The nucleonic contribution (dashed curve) Is clearly not sufficient 
In the region of the second diffraction maximum. The contribution of 
A 1s directly Included 1n the wave function by a coupled-channel me
thod. The effect of A Is small (dotted curve). The solid curve which 
Is much closer to the experimental data Includes both meson exchange 
currents and three-body force. The dominant mechanism which reconci
les theory with experiment Is the pion pair current (Z graph). Howe
ver In the charge form factor I t 1s an Isoscalar process of relati
visme order which cannot be derived from the same low energy theo
rems as the electrodisIntegration of the deuteron which 1s an isovec
tor magnetic process. In the case of an Isoscalar pion current, we do 
not have model independent predictions for soft pions and there is no 
conservation law. So the best way to check this description is to 
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make a similar comparison for the 3H form factor which has been mea
sured 3 6 recently at Saclay (Fig. 14). The prediction, which corres
ponds to the full calculation represented In Fig. 13 by a solid cur
ve, 1s now 1n Fig. 14 the dashed curve. It Is In striking disagree
ment with the experimental data. A much better agreement with the 
experimental data of both 3H and 3He is obtained in the quark consti
tuent pair current model of Beyer, Siannini and Drechsel 3 7. In this 
model the effect of quarks is to rescale the isovector and the iso-
scalar contributions In a different way. The main effect is due to 
the absence of anomalous magnetic moment. Sauer 3 8 has noticed that an 
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Fig. 13 The charge form factor of 3He. 
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F1g. 14 The charge form factor of t r i t ium 3 5 » 3 6 . 

almost similar agreement could be obtained by using a pseudo-vector 
pion nucléon coupling (In which there Is no anomalous magnetic moment 
contribution). Previously the pseudoscalar coupling was used which 
led to the wrong prediction for the 3H form factor. For 3He the dif
ference between pseudoscalar and pseudovector couplings is small 
(F1g. 15). This had not been noticed previously as a source of ambi
guity for the charge form factor of tritium, though pseudo-vector 
coupling Is required to give a correct description of pion photopro
duction3 9. There remains a significant discrepancy 
which Indicates that something 1s st i l l missing. 

for both nuclei 
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A separation of the Isospln components Indicates that the 1so-
scalar component predicted by Hajduk et a l . 3 5 Is 1n reasonable agree
ment with the experimental data. The source of disagreement 1s the 
Isovector component of the charge form factor. I t seems that the 1so-
scalar pion exchange plays here also the same fundamental role, but 
we lack a theoretical guide for the moment. 

For the magnetic form factors the agreement with theoretical 
predictions 1s very good. The isovector component Is 1n perfect 
agreement with theoretical predictions while there 1s a small discre
pancy for the Isoscalar component. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The recent experimental data on subnucleonlc degrees of freedom 
probed with hadronic and electroweak Interactions are beginning to 
unravel fundamental nuclear processes. 

The striking result 1s that there Is no obvious breakdown of me-
sonic theory even at very high «omentum transfer. The role of the 
pion appears to follow the picture of a boson directly coupled to 
quarks due to the chlral symmetry breaking at the boundary of the re
gion where quarks are confined. 

The size of the quark bag is elusive. The plon-nucleon Interac
tion region has a size of 0.5 fm i f the presence of the p-meson and 
the A are taken Into account. I f only the pion is considered, a point 
pion-nucleon coupling provides a good description of the electr©di
sintegration of the deuteron up to 30 fin" 2. 
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